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Standing Tall in the Te{~hSIUDy!

The dot-corns are collapsing around you. Don't gloat. Now's the time to remake your company .

.If that giant sucking sound you hear is dot-coms going down the tubes, the giant sighing sound is
old-economy firms relaxing. After all, the race is over; the dot-corns have lost. And in response, many
traditional companies are easing off their own digital initiatives, slowing spending on telecom gear,
computer hardware and software, and IT services.

Wrong move. Rather than relaxing, companies should choose to seize the digital initiative. No matter
what happens with the market, becoming a digital business will still be fundamental to the success of all
companies. That success won't come from technology alone. It will come from using technology to craft
better business designs.

What is business design? In a nutshell, it's how a company looks and acts. It's the sum oftbe crucial
decisions that we as managers make about what customers we choose to serve, what we offer them, what
profit models we employ, and what strategic controls we develop to protect profits and customer
relationships.

Effective business designs have been around for a long time. The big story today is the shift to digital
business design: taking the elements of strong business design and expanding and enhancing them with
powerful new technology. Only a few companies so far have completed the transition--which usually
takes three years--from conventional to digital business design. They include Dell, Cisco, Schwab, and
Cemex. Others, such as GE and Oracle, are moving rapidly to join them by relentlessly replacing atoms
with bits throughout their entire business.
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These business design innovators didn't start by asking what technology could do. Instead they identified
their most pressing business issues--problems such as low growth, rapid customer turnover, or
commoditization of their core products--and which business design choices would resolve those issues.
Only then did they put the technology to work. Michael Dell said it best: "If you take a bad business and
put it online, it's still a bad business. It's just become an online bad business. II In other words, make sure
you get the model right, then digitize.

Take Cemex as an example. Based in Monterrey, Mexico, Cemex faces the same fundamental business
issue as other makers of cement and concrete: unforecastablc demand. Builders and contractors,
whipsawed by the daily headaches of bad weather, work stoppages, and traffic jams, are forever changing
and rescheduling cement orders. When they finally decide what they need, they need it immediately.

It would be easy to conclude that cement is a rotten business and accept high costs, slow growth, and
customer dissatisfaction as inevitable. But starting in the early 1990s, new leadership at Cemex realized
that solving these seemingly intractable problems would give Cemex a unique position in the industry.
And Cemex saw that the combination of good design choices and emerging digital technologies could
make that possible.

Using ideas gleaned from other industries, Cemex built its own fast-response digital business. First they
connected every truck and plant with satellite-communication and global-positioning systems. Then they
installed software to better manage customer orders. Together, these "bit engines" make it possible for
dispatchers to continually track the availability and location of Cernex products and reroute deliveries in
minutes rather than hours. As a result Cemex bas reduced its average delivery window from three hours
to 20 minutes, with the goal of ten minutes now in sight.

It's a brilliant use of technology, sure. But more important, Cemex built a powerful digital business by
asking customers the right questions and attacking big-money issues first. If such an asset-intensive,
low-growth, old-economy company can evolve into a digital business, any company can.

If you start your digital transition with conventional technology-think (What can the technology do? How
much should I spend?), you'll waste resources digitizing an imminently obsolete model Instead, force
your company to define how digital business design can create new value for your customers--and new
profits for you.

Digital pioneers like Dell and Cisco have profit margins at least ten points higher than those of key
competitors. How? First, by gaining lOX productivity improvements in key areas. Cemex shortened its
delivery window from 180 minutes to 20. Dell increased inventory turns from six to 60. Oracle reduced
its average customer interaction cost from $300 to $30. Such order-of-magnitude improvements offer
powerful benefits for both customers and the bottom line.

A second factor is the ability to create products and services that better fit customers' demands. Dell's
online system for ordering PCs and other computer products is a classic example. The Dell customer
designs his or her own computer, selecting the perfect combination of memory, monitor, software
package, and other features. Only after the computer has been designed (and paid for) does Dell assemble
and ship the machine. Customers are happier, and Dell eliminates the financial burden of unsold
inventory.

A third factor is the shift to real-time decision-making. In a digital business, managers make decisions
based on data that are typically 24 hours old. Managers in a traditional business work with data 20 to 30
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days old. The better the data, the better the ability to make accurate, flexible, and timely choices.

The greatest source of economic magic, though, is the fact that digital business design enables your
company to become unique. And being unique has its privileges. Cemex's unrivaled level of reliability has
enabled it to charge a premium price and achieve a leading position in one market after another. Today
Cemex generates cash flow that is fully 50% greater than that of its nearest rival

Don't be misled by the apparent loss of urgency created by the current tech slump. Think of this time as
breathing room that may not recur for another four or five years. The best-run companies have always
been relentless in taking advantage of business downturns and market transitions. While their rivals
regroup, digital business leaders are accelerating the pace of change in their markets, seizing a tempo
advantage that can enable them to control the game for the next several moves.

ADRIAN SLYWOTZKY is a senior partner at Mercer Management Consulting and author of How
Digital is Your Business?

Going Digital: Questions to ask before making the jump.

--Do I have a strategy to digitize my business?

--Do I need to reinvent my basic business model before I digitize?

--Will digitization let me offer customers somet:hing genuinely

new and better?

--will digitization improve my profitability? How, and by :how

much?

--How can digitizing make my company unique in .i t;s markets?

-QUOT-

Says Michael Dell: "If you take a bad business and put it

online, it's still a bad business. It's just be come an online

bad business."
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